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I. Vocational Skills toward New

ed, aiming to teach the rehabilitated

Fortunes in Life

advanced technology so that they can
learn professional automotive coating

The rehabilitated often have to endure

techniques that meets market needs.

suspicion from society, and it’s also

This will make it easier for them to find

difficult for them to start from zero

jobs or start up their own businesses.

and learn new skills. To encourage the

The program also encourages enter-

rehabilitated to start afresh and re-

prises to take the lead in appealing to

discover life goals, Taiwan After-care

the society to offer more job opportu-

Association Taipei Branch has joined

nities for the rehabilitated.

forces with ET Foundation and Jin Yi
Quan Automotive to organize skill de-

Compared to ordinary people, the re-

velopment program for the rehabilitat-

habilitated already lose out at the start-

1.Authored by Director of Taiwan After-Care Association Taipei Branch.
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After-care Program

You are not just giving the rehabilitated a salary…
You help reshape their lives

25 Jan., 2014, The ceremony of Dreams Coming True and Creating
Happiness

ing line. They often encounter issues in

There is a touching story behind this

adapting to life and social interaction

charity program. The family of Chair-

during the process of re-entry, and to

man Hsieh of Jin Yi Quan Automotive,

them, the greatest barrier is employ-

which introduced this advanced coat-

ment. Their former convictions often

ing technology into Taiwan, once took

become “labels” that employers and

in one of the rehabilitated who had

the society refuse to overlook. There-

been rejected by the society. With the

fore enhancing their skills is an import-

help of Chairman Hsieh’s family, he

ant aspect of after-care. The program

found a job at their factory and redis-

aims to facilitate smooth employment

covered confidence, gaining motiva-

for the rehabilitated, introducing Jap-

tion to return to the society. Chairman

anese patented technology of Na-

Hsieh’s family witnessed the rejuvena-

no-coating, a highly-demanded pro-

tion of a helpless man, and the entire

fessional technique in the future body

family has been deeply touched. Chair-

shop market, so that the rehabilitated

man Hsieh’s wife asked her children in

can acquire professional skills to help

her dying wish: “You must remember

them find stability in life and turn their

to help those who are in need when

lives around.

you have the ability to do so, especially
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helping more of the rehabilitated ex-of-

Most of the rehabilitated ex-offend-

fenders to return to the society.” “Be-

ers work hard to return to the society.

cause Mommy believes,” she continued,

Through this program, the Branch not

“that every person will make mistakes

only hopes that all of them can acquire

accidentally, but it is a precious thing

professional skills but also call upon to

to know your mistakes and right your

the society to give every one of them

wrongs. That is why we need to help

another chance to reflect and turn life

them, so that they can re-enter the so-

around. By reaching out to them, help-

ciety quickly, and gain respect of other

ing them gain respect through work,

people and a new life. Mommy believes

and enhancing their confidence, they

that my babies will always be willing to

will have the opportunity to successful-

help others.”

ly re-establish themselves and return to
the society.

Because of their own experience, Chairman Hsieh understands that all of the

Through this program jointly launched

rehabilitated need is a chance and care

by Taiwan After-care Association Tai-

from people around them. To honor his

pei Branch, ET Foundation, and Jin Yi

wife’s dying wish, Chairman Hsieh in-

Quan Automotive, the Branch believes

troduces the automotive Nano-coating

that we are not just providing the reha-

technology to the rehabilitated, hoping

bilitated a salary but an opportunity to

that they will become the seeds that

turn their lives around. After learning

will one day thrive all around Taiwan.

the coating technique, they will be able

They can take their skills to different

to get a fresh start and draft a new

places in Taiwan and grow and devel-

blueprint for life.

op there. ET Foundation understands

II. New Techniques for New Future

that the rehabilitated might run into
financial issues over the course of their

When inmates with drug addiction are

training and will provide subsidies so

released, the first challenge they face

that they can focus on developing their

is usually employment due to the so-

skills free of other worries.

ciety’s stigmatization and their lack of
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Japanese Patented Technique Enters
the High Walls of Prison
Latest Japanese Coating Technology
Introduced to Taiwan
Engineering Principles Highlighted by
National Taipei University of Technology
Latest After-care Vocational Training
through “Industry-Government-Academia” Cooperation

6 Sep., 2016, Warm After-care Love

skills. Therefore, Sindian Drug Abuser

versity of Technology introduced for

Treatment Center, Agency of Correc-

the first time Japanese patented coat-

tions, Ministry of Justice, and Taiwan

ing technology to Sindian Drug Abuser

After-care Association Taipei Branch

Treatment Center in 2016 and jointly

integrate various social resources and

launched the “Body Shop Co-op Train-

involve in enterprises to organize “Co-

ing Program”.

op Training” in prison. The aim is to
After four months of training, 12 par-

launch together with enterprises com-

ticipating inmates completed the ele-

prehensive training and employment

mentary-level program, and the “New

programs to help inmates overcome

Techniques for New Future” graduation

employment problems upon release

ceremony was held at Zhongzheng Hall

and successfully re-enter the society.

in Sindian Drug Abuser Treatment CenTo encourage inmates with drug ad-

ter at 2pm, February 14, 2017.

diction to rediscover goals in life, TaiIn addition to inviting Director Huang

pei District Prosecutors Office, Taiwan

Chun-Tang from the Agency of Correc-

After-care Association Taipei Branch,

tions and Taipei District Chief Prosecu-

Jin Yi Quan Automotive, Rui Cheng

tor Shing Tai-Chao to encourage the in-

Automotive, and National Taipei Uni-
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mates, the ceremony also invited from

search. Hence, the Branch is grateful

Japan Managing Director Tomokazu

for Chairman Hsieh Chung-ming of

Kanda of System Brain Corporation, the

Jin Yi Quan Automotive, who invited

company that provided the patented

Professor Lin Bai-fu of National Taipei

coating technology, to award the ele-

University of Technology to compile

mentary-level certificates to the partic-

a syllabus and curriculum for the in-

ipating inmates. Mr. Kanda hoped that

mates. This marked the first “indus-

the program could help more inmates

try-government-academia” cooperation

in the future and that when they step

in a correctional agency. Inmates not

out of correctional institutions, they

only acquired professional car coating

would contribute to the society with

techniques and received qualification

the environmental-friendly technology

certificates, they also learned in-depth

that had yet to be introduced to the

knowledge on automobile performanc-

local market and readily find jobs in the

es and structural engineering princi-

automotive industry.

ples. The program directly provided
inmates with a competitive edge in em-

The rehabilitated are disadvantaged

ployment and indirectly helped indus-

in the process of reintegration and job

14 Feb., 2017, Chief Prosecutor Hsin, Director-General Huang, and Chairman Lin jointly
encourages the rehabilitated at Sindian Drug Abuser Treatment Center
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After-care Program

tries train professional talents, which

lose at the starting line and, instead,

would help enhance employment rate.

are able to launch new start-ups and

The Branch hopes that more inmates

turn their lives around.

can gain a fresh new start upon their
Taiwan After-care Association Taipei

release and jumpstart a brighter future

Branch aims to introduce more patent-

through the co-op program.

ed advanced technologies in the future
Taiwan After-care Association Taipei

so that ex-offenders will no longer lose

Branch aims to introduce more patent-

at the starting line and, instead, are

ed advanced technologies in the future

able to launch new start-ups and turn

so that the rehabilitated will no longer

their lives around.
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